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Transient temperature distribution in an infinitely long solid 
cylinder initially at uniform temperature Tq, subjected to an axisym- 
raetric thermal boundary condition, (immersed in an infinite medium of 
zero temperature) has been obtained. The mechanical properties of the 
material are considered to be temperature dependent. Using the avail­
able experimental data, an equation for each mechanical property as a 
function of temperature is obtained. Then, using a numerical method the 
corresponding transient and residual thermal stresses in a long solid 
cooling cylinder subjected to a transient axisymmetric temperature dis­
tributions are calculated.
The residual stresses obtained indicate the same pattern wih good 
agreement between the experimental and computed results. Comparing with 
other theoretical results, the computed stresses in this investigation 




Thermal-stress problems in recent years have become an important 
chapter in the history of applied mathematics and mechanics. Thermal 
stresses play a significant role in both metal-processing and machine 
design. This importance has been introduced by the increasingly large 
number of engineering applications of materials for the design of parts 
operating at high temperatures and pressures in such industries as 
aerospace, nuclear reactors, metal-processing and chemical plants.
Physically, when a solid is subjected to a force, the atomic 
lattice will adjust itself to oppose the applied force and maintain 
equilibrium on a macroscopic scale. The atomic adjustment is observed 
as deformation when the lattic remains continuous. The response of this 
deformation to the applied stress varies with magnitude and state of 
stress, temperature, and the rate of deformation. Elastic deformation 
results when the strain appears and disappears simultaneously with the 
application and removal of the stress.
A material that undergoes stress beyond a certain limiting stress, 
designated as its elastic limit, will break (fracture) if it is an 
ideally elastic (or brittle) material, or yield if it is a ductile 
material. When a material is subjected to stresses that are larger than 
its elastic limit, the distances between atoms increase to such an 
extent that atomic bonds are broken, and dislocation occurs in the 
atomic lattice of individual crystals. Since these place changes are
changes of positions of atoms relative to one another, the result is a 
much larger overall deformation of the material, and the action is not 
reversible when external force is relaxed or removed. This nonrecover- 
able deformation is called plastic deformation. Figure (1-1) shows an 
idealized stress-strain diagram for a ductile material [1].*
Practically all engineering materials are polycrystalline in na­
ture, i.e., they are composed of many crystals, usually randomly 
oriented. In such materials, the mechanism that produces plastic 
deformation is more complicated because of the effect of neighboring 
crystals and the interference of the crystalline or grain boundaries.
The effect of the grain boundaries is to increase the elastic strength 
of a material because the boundaries interfere with the slip across the 
individual crystals. It follows, then, that a polycrystalline metals 
has higher strength than a single crystal, and that fine-grained metal 
have higher strength than coarse-grained metals because of the larger 
number of grain boundaries in the fine-grained metals [2].
The increase in stress required to produce an increase in strain in 
the plastic region is called strain hardening, or work hardening, a 
phenomenon familiar to anyone who has ever bent a wire hanger or paper 
clip and then tried to bend it back to its original shape. The more a 
material is plastically deformed, the more difficult it becomes to 
further plastically deform the material. The slope of the stress-strain 
curve in the strain hardening region, is usually not constant, but 
varies with strain. In general, ^  varies from to about of 
elastic modulus E. There are no generalized laws of plastic deformation
* Numbers in brackets designate the corresponding references at the end 
of the text.
(corresponding to Hooke's law) that apply for all materials [3].
Figure 1-2 illustrates the strain-hardening effect in a polycrystal­
line metal as observed during a typical cyclic loading-unloading tensile 
test on a specimen of mild (low-carbon) steel.
First, consider how yielding starts and continues in such a speci­
men. It is reasonable to assume that yielding will start in a region of 
high stress, because a truly uniformly distributed stress is extremely 
difficult to achieve in a real member of an engineering materials. Thus 
a concentration of stress may be caused by the method of loading, the 
geometry of the member, material imperfections, such as inclusions of 
foreign matter or voids, etc. In a tension test such as that illus­
trated in Figure (1-2), the highest stress concentration will probably 
occur near the grips of the testing machine. Slip will first occur in 
those crystals whose slip planes are most favorably oriented in this 
area of high stress. When slip occurs, a rotation of crystal with 
respect to the axis of loading will also take place. The rotation will 
bring other slip planes into a more favorable position, and since the 
length of a slip line may be a thousand times the distance between 
atoms, other crystals in the neighborhood are now subjected to more 
stress and begin yielding. This process repeats itself until all fibers 
are in the plastic range. What we actually observe while the specimen 
yields is the cumulative effect of a great many macroscopic, micro­
scopic, and submicroscopic (atomic) actions [2].
The basic equations which govern the linear theories of heat con­
duction and thermoelasticity have long been established. A fairly 
comprehensive and up-to-date bibliography on this subject, which has 
experienced an intensified interest during the past decade, may be found











in a specialized monograph by Parkus [4]; some further references are 
cited by Nowacki [5].
Inelastic stresses, perhaps mostly due to the complexity of the 
problems, are not well established. A literature survey indicates that 
the problems of elastoplastic cylinders subjected to mechanical loading, 
such as internal and/or external pressures and axial loads, have been 
solved by several investigators [6] to [10], but these consider somewhat 
different problems from that treated here and use different methods. In 
[6] and [7], the methods presented are directed toward steady-state 
temperature distribution in hollow cylinders subjected to internal 
pressure. In [8] and [9], the inelastic effect is creep; i.e., visco­
elasticity.
Weiner and Huddleston [25] use an elastic, perfectly plastic materi­
al model using the Tresca yield condition and do not include the tempera­
ture dependence of yield stress. Landaw, Weiner, and Zwicky investigated 
on thermal stresses in a viscoelastic-plastic plate with temperature 
dependent yield stress [10]. Very little work, however, has been re­
ported in the literature on the elastoplastic solutions for cylinders 
subjected to transient thermal loading. The few publications are 
generally limited to the elastic-perfectly plastic cases.
The practical importance of theoretical investigations of macro­
scopic transient deformation and thermal stresses in the plastic range 
becomes clear when one considers the application of various quenching 
techniques and the resulting thermal hardening and residual stresses.
It is well known, based on experience, that uncontrolled quenching of 
the machine parts may result in initiation of cracks and sometimes 
causing changes in their dimensions beyond dimensional tolerance. The
residual stresses due to quenching also enfluence the fatigue durability 
of machine parts.
Two basic phenomona are responsible for the development of stresses 
during the thermal hardening of free bodies:
a) non-uniform thermal expansion and
b) non-uniform changes of specific volume due to phase transforms' 
tions in the solid state.
Since the level of transient and residual equivalent stress are of 
order of up to 10 Sy (Sy is the yield strength in pure tension for 
annealed steel) [11], the adequate and reasonably accurate theory for 
the stress analysis is the one which incorporates the elasticity as well 
as the plastic flow developed in the course of quenching of machine 
parts. The development of an appropriate theory to predict the residual 
stresses in a cylinder subjected to transient temperature is the aim of 
this dissertation.
Problem Statement
Consider a solid cylinder of finite length with radius a, having 
traction free surfaces. It is subjected to a known axially symmetric 
transient temperature distribution which does not vary along the axis 
when cooling the cylinder rapidly; The transient temperature distribu­
tion is non-uniform, hence inducing the thermal contraction which in 
turn produces strains in the solid cylinder. These strains are the 
results of thermal, elastic, and plastic deformations of the cylinder. 
The stresses resulting from these strains are referred to as the tran­
sient and residual thermal stresses. Determination of the distribution 
of these stresses are a part of the subject of this dissertation.
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Requirements of a Thermoelastoplastic Solution
The conditions that must be fulfilled by a satisfactory thermo­
elastoplastic solution of a solid cylinder subjected to a transient 
temperature are as follows:
1) Strain compatibility condition
defl i
“dr = r t er “ e0̂  (1_1)
2) Equation of equilibrium
da .
-df = ? - V  W
3) Boundary conditions
a = 0 at r = a (1-3)r
4) Plane sections remain plane
5) All stresses and strains are continuous across the elastic-plastic 
boundary. Stresses and strains that are continuous across the 
elastic-plastic interface can be obtained provided the same com­
pressibility is assumed for stress-strain relations in the elastic 
region as for the elastic strain in the plastic region.
6) Stress-Strain relations
a) In an elastic region The Duhamel-Neuman's stress-strain- 
temperature relation must be satisfied.
b) In an inelastic region, the Prandtl-Reuss work hardening 
stress-strain flow rules should be satisfied.
7) Compressibility of material: The total strain for a volume element 
that has been inelastically deformed consists of an elastic strain 
and an inelastic strain; thus
£ = £e + ep (1-5)
where ze and are elastic and inelastic strains, respectively. 
Experiments [12] have shown that the inelastic components of strain 
do not contribute to volume change. In other words, the volume 
change is always elastic, hence
Ede = (l-2u)ds (1-6)
where e and s are mean normal strain and mean normal stress, respec­
tively. If the stresses and strains satisfy Equation (1-6), the 
material is said to be compressible. A material is said to be 
incompressible if
de = 0 (1-7)
To reduce the complexity of mathematical work, the elastic volume 
changes are usually neglected. In this investigation, however, the 
compressibility of the material will be considered.
8) The two widely accepted yield criteria are the Tresca maximum
shearing stress yield criterion and the von Mises' yield criterion. 
Here the von Mises' yield criterion will be used.
2S2 (Cg-dj)2 + + (d3-cr2)2 (1-8)
Assumptions
The development of a theory which predicts the transient and residual 
thermal stresses in a solid cylinder subjected to a transient temperature 
distribution is based on the following assumptions:
a) Deformation is small, and the radius of cylinder for the purpose of 
application of boundary condition is the same as the radius of the 
unstrained cylinder.
b) Material is homogeneous and isotropic.
c) Material is compressible.
d) Material properties such as yield strength, modulus of elasticity,
and thermal coefficient of expansion are temperature-dependent.
e) Prandtl-Reuss work-hardening flow rule is valid.
f) von Mises1 yield criterion is valid.
g) Plane strain condition is valid.
h) The temperature distribution is axisymmetric.
i) At the surface, the cylinder is exposed to an instantaneous uniform 
change in temperature.
j) The treatment is quasi-static in the conventional sense, therefore
inertia forces are neglected in the thermoelastoplastic equations.
Approach
After establishing all the requirements of a thermoelastoplastic 
solution to the specific problem of a solid cylinder, and obtaining the 
transient temperature distribution, a general relation for stresses in 
the radial, tangential and axial direction is obtained. A numerical 
procedure is used in this investigation and the theory and results are 
discussed in the following chapters.
First' the transient temperature distribution using the classical 
heat conduction approach is determined. Temperature-dependent relation 
for mechanical properties of a specific material are obtained. Then a 
mathematical relation for strain due to thermoelastoplastic in radial 
and tangential directions are found. Having introduced a stress func­
tion, the stress rates in terms of strain and the continuity conditions 
are introduced. The stress behavior of the cooling cylinder subjected 
to this transient temperature distribution is described by a single
non-linear differential equation of the stress function. This equation 
is solved using the Runge-Kutta integration technique. The flow-chart 
for the integration process using a digital computer can be found in 
appendices. The numerical data thus obtained compare favorably with 
available experimental stress data.
Chapter II
BASIC CONCEPTS AND EQUATIONS
In this chapter the general concept and equations of thermoelasti- 
city are discussed. The stress-strain relation, equilibrium and compati­
bility equations in polar coordinates are indicated. Distortion Energy 
Criterion along with mechanical properties of materials at high tempera­
ture are discussed.
Thermoelastic Stress-Strain Relations
The total strains in the elastic range at any point in a heated 
body consist of two parts, elastic and thermal strains. The elastic 
strains in the case of a multiaxial loading, considering the requirement 
of continuity of the body, are related to stresses by the generalized 
Hooke's law of linear isothermal elasticity. The elastic constitutive 
equations are [5]
£ = f (o - u(ct0 + a )] + aT r E 1 r 0 z J
£q = I tao " ufa + a + (J )] + aT (2-1)0 E 1 0 v r r z
e = ^ [a - u(a + O ]  + aTz E z v r 0'
In the case of long cylinders, which are the subject of discussion
of this dissertation, plain strain conditions exist. This condition can
be applied when the z dimension of the body becomes very large compared
with the other dimensions. Solving Equations (2-1) for stresses one
would obtain for the case of £ = 0z
12
"r = [(1'u)er + UEa - (1+u)aT1
° e  =  n ~ » x i - 2 u )  i c i - u ) * ,  +  < « r  - a + “ ) « T i (2-2)
a = u(o + ctq) - EaT z v r 0'
On the other hand if the cylinder is free to expand axially, that
Equilibrium Equation
The general form of the equilibrium equation for a cylinder, in the 
absence of temperature gradient, can be obtained by considering the 
force and stresses acting on an element as shown in Figure (2-1). The 
summation of forces in the radial direction taking unit thickness be­
comes:
is if s = constant, the axial stress tj becomes [61 z * z L 1
(2-3)
2Fr = 0
n H(crr + dr) (r+dr)d0dz - a^rdOdz - 2ffgdr sin dz
+ (x0r + "80- d6)dr " X0rdr + Fr = 0
replacing sin ^  and dropping higher terms one obtains
(2-4)
Similarly IFg = 0 results in
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Fig. 2 —1. Stresses Acting on an Element
*
where Fr and F0 are components of the body force (including inertia 
forces) in radial and tangential directions respectively. Neglecting 
the body forces and considering the axisymmetric case, in which all 
derivatives with respect to 0 vanish, the two equilibrium equations 
reduce to
dcr <j -<Jn
~  + = 0 (2-6) dr r
and
dx 2T
-air+ - r  =0 (2'7)
Compatibility Equations
Compatibility equations derived based on the physical fact that the 
various strains cannot vary in a random manner; there must be relations
among them that insure that no discontinuities are introduced in a body
as the various elements are displaced relative to one another.
The radial, tangential and shearing strains are as follow [7]
sr * 1  (2’8)
« e - 5  + ¥ W  » ■ »
and
s = I g“ + |S - S (2_10)r0 r 80 0r r 
differentiating Equ. (2-8) one finds
-i
-sl + i t£0 - V> = 0 C2-n)
Equation (2-11) is known as the Compatibility Equation.
Distortion Energy Theory or 
the von Mises Yield Criterion
Numerous criteria of failure are available. Distortion energy 
theory is considered the most accurate theory of failure. Knowing the 
tensile yield strength of a material, this theory predicts ductile 
yielding under combined loading. Where the stress involved is triaxial, 
this theory takes into account the influence of the third principal 
stress. Its validity is limited to materials having similar strengths 
in tension and compression.
This theory first was proposed by M. T. Hueber, of Poland in 1904 
[8]. later, it was further developed and explained by R. von Mises in 
1913 [9] and H. Hencky in 1925 [10]. It is generally referred to as the 
von Mises-Hencky theory.
The von Mises-Hencky theory assumes that failure takes place when 
the internal energy of distortion is equal to that at which failure 
occurs in a simple tension test and is given by [8]
2S2 = (a2-aj)2 + ( c y a p 2 + C ^ - ^ ) 2 (2-12)
Where Ŝ , is the yield strength and cr̂ , C^j an<̂  °3 are principal 
stresses.
Mechanical Properties at High Temperatures
As a general rule, "high temperatures" for metals and alloys are 
temperature above about one-fourth the melting point of the base metal, 
in degrees absolute.
As expected, the effects of high temperatures on mechanical proper­
ties of materials are generally opposite to those of low temperatures. 
For any particular metal, however, metallurgical characteristics give
rise to detailed variations in these general trends. For example, 
figure (2-2) shows that because of strain aging, the maximum tensile 
strength (and minimum ductility) of carbon steel occurs at about 500°F. 
In fact, steels in general retain substantially their normal tensile 
strength up to 600 to 700°F. In similar fashion, ordinary cast irons 
retain nearly a constant tensile strength up to about 570°F, above which 
the tensile strength falls off to about half at 1000°F. Figure (2-2) 
shows that the yield point and proportial limit of carbon steel decrease 
continuously with increased temperature and that the modulus of elasti-
g
city decreases to about 20x10 psi at 930°F. Similar trends are ob­
served with metals in general [11].
Increasing the temperature usually causes the coefficient of 
thermal expansion to increase and the thermal conductivity to decrease. 
These factors, combined with elastic modulus and ductility, largely 

















Fig. 2.2 ShorUtime Tensile Properties of Normalized
0.37%  Carbon Steel at Elevated Temperature 08J
Chapter III
PLASTIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS 
The relation between stress and strain is linear and related by 
Hooke's Law in the elastic range, but the relation will generally be 
nonlinear in the plastic range. These behaviors are evident from the 
uniaxial stress-strain curve. Although the strains are uniquely deter­
mined by stress in the elastic range, i.e., for a given set of stresses 
one can compute the strains directly using Hooke's Law without any 
regard as to how this stress state was attained, in the plastic range 
the strains are in general not uniquely determined by the stresses but 
depend on the whole history of loading or how the stress state was 
reached.
From the experimental analysis of different materials in the plas­
tic range it has been found that the plastic strains are dependent upon 
the loading path. It becomes necessary, in general, to compute the 
differentials or increments of plastic strain throughout the loading 
history and then obtain the total strains by integration or summation. 
However, there is at least one important class of loading paths for 
which the plastic strains are independent of the loading path and depend 
only on the final state of stress. These are called radial or porpor- 
tional loading paths, in which all the stresses increase in the same 
ratio [6].
!
The Levy-Mises and Prandtl-Reuss Equations
In 1870 Saint-Venant introduced the first relations for stress-
19
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strain in the plastic range [12]. Saint-Venant proposed that the princi­
pal axes of the strain-increment, but not the total strain, will coin­
cide with the axes of principal stress. A more general relationship 
relating the increments of total strain to the stress deviations were 
given by Levy in 1871 [13]. Levy's work was unknown until the same 
equations were independently suggested by von Mises in 1913 [9]. These 
equations are called the Levy-Mises equations and they are widely used 
as the basis of plasticity theory.
These equations, in cylindrical coordinates, are written as
^ £  = ̂ 8  = ^ 5 , ^ = ^  = ̂  (3-1)
°dr ^dS °dz ^0z Tzr ^r0
Or, in tensor notation
de..=a?.d* (3-2)ij ij
where <J^ is the stress deviator tensor and dA. is a nonnegative constant 
which may vary throughout the loading history. In these equations the 
total strain increments are assumed to be equal to the plastic strain 
increments, hence the equations are strictly applicable only to a 
fictitious material in which the elastic strains are zero. The general 
form of Equation (3-1) taking into account the effect of elastic compo­
nent of strain was carried out by Prandtl [14] for the plane problem, 
and in complete form by Reuss [15]. These equations are known as 
Prandtl-Reuss equations.
Reuss assumed that plastic strain increment is, at any instant of 
loading, proportional to the instantaneous stress deviation; i.e.
Equation (3-2) is equivalent to the combined statements that the 
principal axes of stress and that of plastic strain-increment coincide. 
Also it states that the increments of plastic strain depend on the 
current values of the deviatoric stress state, not on the stress incre­
ment required to reach this state.
To determine the actual magnitudes of plastic strain increments a 
yield criterion is required. Considering the principal directions
dfi| de? de|
— A = — L = — i = dA.
adl ad2 ad3
de| de| d£? de| de| de|-i-=---2 = ---3 = _3j;--- 1 = (3.4)
adl ' °d2 °d2 ‘ CTd3 ad3 " °dl
Equations (3-2) can be written in terms of the actual stresses as
22
de p = dk\ zr szr
To determine d\ using Equations (3-2) and (3-4) one can show that
d\ = - 2 -  (3-5)
oct
where tQc is called the octahedral shear stress and is equal to
Toct = 3 [(Oj-dj)2 + (<f2-o3)2 +
and d"V0P is the increment of octahedral plastic shear strain defined by 
(dyp)2 = | t(dep-dep)2 + (dep-dep)2 + (dep-dep)2
+ 6(dep0)2 + 6(depz)2 + 6(d£Pr)2
Defining (7e as an equivalent or effective stress and de^ as an 
equivalent or effective plastic strain increment as
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 h
a e = V2 [(V ° 0 ) * ' V ’z5 + (V't’ + 6(lte + Tez + Tzr)!
= J  Toct (3'6)
and
de = ^| [(dep - dep)2 + (dep - dsp)2 + (dep - dep)2p 3 r 0 0 z z r
+ 6(dep0)2 + 6(depz)2 + (depr)2]^
- V2dy p (3-7)
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respectively. The constant d\ in terms of equivalent stress and strain 
using Equations (3-5), (3-6) and (3-7) can be obtained, therefore
q de „
dA = | (3-8)
e
and the stress-strain relation (3-4) becomes
P O ds
d£ . * =  o’ ~ rr * * (3*9)1J 2 CT dij
Plastic Work
In general, the work done on an element during straining is
dw = cr. . dA ds ij
or work per unit volume is
dw - ct. . de.. iJ ij
= ct.. (ds.? + de.?) (3-10)ij ij iJ
= dw6 + dw^
p pwhere dw = o^de^. is elastic energy and is recoverable, but the energy 
in plastic range, dw^, is not recoverable. Hence the plastic work per 
unit volume in terms of principal stresses is
dwp = ffdl dsp + crd2 dep + ad3 ds^ (3-11)
where ct,. is the stress deviation.Q1
Equation (3-11) can be shown in terms of equivalent stress CT£, and 
equivalent strain increment, de^, as
dwP = ct ds (3-12)e p
substituting Equation (3-12) into (3-9) one finds
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de P = | d w £ a (3-13)
IJ 2 cr 2 dij
e
A material in the plastic region work hardening or strain hardening 
due to plastic flow which takes place. To measure this work hardening, 
two work-hardening hypotheses, known as the two measures of work harden­
ing, have been proposed [17]. One of these hypotheses will be consider­
ed here because it is simpler to use.
This hypothesis uses the equivalent plastic strain, £p, as a mea­
sure of work hardening;
e = / de (3-14)p p
where dep is given by Equation (3-7). Assuming the yield function is a 
function of the equivalent plastic strain [15] gives
F(Sy) = H(sp) (3-15)
where the functional relationship can be found by experiment. If the 
equivalent stress is used for the yield function, then
ae = H(ep) (3-16)
For the case of the Prandtl-Reuss equations and the von Mises yield 
criterion, Equation (3-16) is used. In actual application, the experi­
mental relationship given by Equation (3-16) is taken from the uniaxial 
tensile stress-strain curve, as shown in Figure (3-1). The abscissa and
ordinate of the uniaxial stress-strain curve are replaced by e = idsP P
and CTe, respectively. In terms of the slope of this curve, Equation 
(3-16) can be written as
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Fig. 3 — 1 Relation between Equivalent Stress





is the slope of the equivalent stress/plastic curve and CT
stress deviation. For more detail derivation of Equation (3-17) reader 
is referred to reference [18].
Phase-Transformation Problem
Phase transformations occur in the heat-treatment process. It 
causes volume changes and therefore in any plasticity analysis dealing 
with high temperature this effect must be considered. Since in phase 
transformations the yield strength changes as the metal phase transforms 
from one form to another as a result of the temperature gradient, an 
understanding of phase transformations and a relation to describe the 
dependency of yeild strength on temperature is essential.
Consider an element of eutectoid steel at the initial (time t=0) 
temperature Tq and assume that Tq is greater than the eutectoid tempera­
ture T .̂ At the temperature Tq the element has one-phase structure 
which is given the name austenite (solid solution of carbon in y-iron). 
Depending upon the rate of cooling, or more precisely, depending on 
history of temperature up to the given instant, the austenite in the
temperature range M <T<T. may remain untransformed or transformed par-S A
tially (or totally) into new structures which are called pearlite 
(eutectoid mixture of ferrite and cementite Fe^C) and bainite [2]. When 
specifying the overall mechanical properties of an element, one does not 
distinguish the mechanical and thermal properties of pearlite from that
of bainite. One treats it as a one structure component conventionally 
termed pearlite. Due to this assumption a steel element may be at most 
two constituents at temperature range M <T<T. (here M is the tempera-S—  A S
ture at which the martensitic transformation starts). At temperature 
range M^<T<Mg (M^ is the temperature at which the martensitic transfor­
mation is finished) the pearlite does not form and the rest remaining 
austenite is transformed into new phase-martensite (intermediate un­
stable structure between the normal phases of iron e.g. y-iron and 
a-iron). At the room temperature, in an element there may exists some 
amount of so called "retained austenite". It thus follows that at 
temperature range Tr£T<Ms there may exist at most three different con­
stituents in steel element, namely: martensite (M), pearlite (P) and 
austenite (A) Figure (3-2). The type of structure depend upon the 
history of temperature [4].
A steel element becomes the composite in the course of quenching 
and the above mentioned transformations result in remarkable increase of 
the volume and changes in plastic properties of an element.
Fig. 3 —2 Schematic Representation of the Change of Structure during Quenching
Time \ o < t < t A tA s  t <  ts tS < t < t f t , s t < t r
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CHAPTER IV
TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
In this chapter the temperature distribution in a solid cylinder 
subjected to an initial temperature To, immersed into a media of zero 
temperature is obtained. The first law of thermodynamics in differen­
tial form is used to obtain the transient temperature for a homogeneous, 
isotropic solid cylinder. The temperature field is assumed to be axi- 
symmetric and constant along the cylinder axis. The solution is accom­
plished by using the method of separation of variables.
First Law of Thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics in differential form for a homo­
geneous, isotropic material, stationary fluid with no heat generation 




where a" = and v is the Laplacian Operator. In cylindrical coor- 
P
dinates Equation (4-1) is written as:
1 3T 32T . 1 3T . 1 32T 32T ,, ^
a* 3 t - ar2 ? 3r r2 a02 0Z2
Equation (4-2) is the most common form of the first law of thermo­
dynamics in the heat conduction theory which describes the temperature 
as the only dependent variable.
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Transient Temperature Distribution
Consider an infinitely long solid cylinder of homogeneous and 
isotropic material with radius a. The temperature field is assumed to 
be axisymmetric and constant along the axial directions, Figure 4.1. 
Hence the governing conduction equation becomes:
In order to solve the fundamental equation in any coordinate system for 
any physical system, the constant(s) of integration and the various 
eigenvalues must be evaluated. To do this, the initial and boundary 
conditions are used. The cylinder is assumed to be at some initial 
temperature, T . At time t, the surface is dropped to zero temperature. 
The boundary and initial conditions assuming the heat transfer coeffi­
cient is large are:
At 0 < r < a T = To t = 0 (4-4)
At T = 0 0 < t < « (4-5)
Assumption of a solution of the form of
T(r,t) = S(t)R(r) (4-6)
results in
1 S'
T  S a
1r R (4-7)
where R s R(r) and S = S(t). The left-hand-side of Equation (4-7) is a 
function of t only, and the right-hand side is a function of r only.
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Fig. 4—1. Long Solid Cylinder Subjected to Transient 
Temperature
This equality is possible only if both sides are equal to the same 
2constant, say -|J . Then Equation (4-7) becomes 
1 S' R" 1 R'= r  + : r = <  C4-8)* S R r R
u
2where the sign of p is chosen to be negative in order to ensure that 
temperature will decay with time.
The differential equation for the function S is obtained from 
Equation (4-1) as
+ a*p2S = 0  for S > 0 (4-9)
The solution of Equation (4-9) for function S(t) is taken as
2-oqrt
S(t) = AQe n (4-10)
The differential equation for the Function R is obtained from 
Equation (4-8) as:
3£(rgf) + M2rK = o 0 < R < a (4-11)
The solution of Equation (4-11) is
R(r) = CjJ^r) + C2Yo([ar) (4-12)
where J and Y are Bessel function of zero order and Neumann's Bessell o o
function respectively. and C2 are constants.
Applying the boundary condition, as r approaches zero the Neumann's 
Bessell function YQ([jr) approaches infinity and this is not physically 
possible hence C2 must be zero and
Using the second boundary condition R(a) = 0 the characteristic func­
tions
R (r) = C, J (M r) n In o rnH (4-14)
and the zeros of J (u a) = 0 are the characteristic values. Now, accord-ovln
ing to Equation (4-6), the function
Tn(r,t) = R(t)S(t) = Cue (4-15)
is a solution, and these solutions are valid for each consecutive value 
of n - 1, 2, 3, .... Therefore, the complete solution for the 
temperature T(r,t) is the linear sum of all. the individual solutions 
expressed as
where C = A C. . The unknown expansion coefficients C are to be n n In r n
determined by applying the initial condition for the problem and by 
making use of the orthogonality property of the eigenfunctions as de­
scribed below.
If Equation (4-16) is the solution of the above heat-conduction 
problem, it should satisfy the initial condition (4-4); that is,
T(r,t) = I Cne
00
(4-16)
Equation. (4-17) is the Fourier-Bessel series expansion of Tq = T(r,o). 
To determine Cn's, one may multiply both sides of Equation (4-17) by 
rJ^Cp^r) integrate it over the region from r = 0 to r = a, and obtain 
[27]
Q CO j
J  T rJ (p r)dr = I C J J (p r)rJ (p r) (4-18)J o ovrm ' . n J ovrn o rm 'o n=l o
In view of the orthogonality property of the Bessel function, all the
terms in the summation on the right-hand side of Equation (4-18) vanish
except the term p = p . Hence m n
cl 8
■f = Cn f  rJo2tV)d-O 0
where integrating by parts
a aJ T rJ (p r)dr = T f—  J.(p r)-/ T f- J,(p a)dr J o oVfn o p  l^rn J o p  lvrno 'n o rn
and
J rJo2(pnr)dr - + ^ ( p ^ ) ]
o
since JQ(pa) = 0
Thus introducing Equation (4-19) into Equation (4-17), one obtains the 
transient temperature of the solid cylinder as
•k 7 -ap t
<» e 11 J ((J r)
Itr>t) = 2 T° J ,
Rearranging Equation (4-20),
* 2 -au t
. n r
09 2 J (u -)
TCr.t) = 2 Tc I . • (4-21)
n=l rn lvrny
Introducing the nondimensional variables in order to facilitate the 
computation,
_ T  r _ _ at /•/ o-i'iT = f ~ , p a’ T ~2 (4-22)o a
Using Equation (4-22) into (4-21) the nondimensional transient tempera­
ture distribution is written as:
ow — JJT J (up)
T “ ■ 2  * •  11 ( 4 ‘ 2 3 )n=l rn 1 rn
Using the tabulated data for JQ(|Jnp) and (28] a computer
program was written (see Appendix A). Figure (4-1) represents the dis­
tribution of temperature in a steel cylinder. The assumption for 
initial and boundary condition here is that of cylinder being kept at 
uniform temperature Tq prior to t = 0. At t - 0 the cylindrical surface 
is exposed and thereafter maintained at T = 0. The temperature distri­
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curves. It can be seen from Equation (4-21) that the temperature dis­
tribution for cylinders of various diameters is the same if the duration 
of heating t is proportional to the square of the diameter. From Figure 
(4-2) the average temperature of the whole cylinder and also of an inner 
portion of the cylinder of radius r can be calculated.
Considering the transient temperature distribution in a cooling 
cylinder it is evident from Figure (4-2) that as the time elapse the 
temperature gradient approaches zero. In thermal stress analysis this 
temperature distribution will be used to evaluate the resulting thermal 
stresses in a cooling solid cylinder.
CHAPTER V
ELASTIC THERMAL STRESSES IN A SOLID CYLINDER
This chapter deals with the derivations of the equations for thermal 
stresses due to the temperature distribution obtained in the previous 
chapter. The calculation for the stresses in a solid circular cylindri­
cal body of radius a and length 1, are given for the case in which the 
temperature distribution is a function of the radial distance r and time 
t. The cylindrical surface is free of tractions. If the ratio 1/a is 
large compared to unity and if axial displacements are prevented, the
problem is one of PLANE STRAIN [13].
Derivation of Thermal Stresses
Consider the case of plane strain in which the temperature is a 
function of r and t. The radial, tangential, and axial stresses in
terms of strain - are given by Equation (2-2)
Making use of compatibility Equations (2-8), (2-9), (2-10) and 
substituting Equation (2-2) into equilibrium Equations (2-4) and (2-5) 
results in a second order ordinary differential equation for u, the 
radial displacement [29]
du' 1 du u 
2 r dr " r
(5-1)
The solution of this differential equation is given by
where and Cg are the constants of integration and must be determined 
by the boundary conditions. Substituting Equation (5-2) into Equations 
(2-8) and (2-9), one obtains the strains as follows
£r ■ ' T O  22 A * *  + ? Tr + C1 - %  <*-»r o r
£e = - \  ̂ Trdr + ci + %  C5-4>r o r
Equations (5-3) and (5-4) substituted into Equation (2-2) with the 
boundary conditions to evaluate and C2 , give the radial and tan­
gential stresses due to a temperature gradient,
2 g £
a = - J S -  [* j Trdr _ j Trdr] (5.5)
r (1-u) a 0 0
On = -T - Cf—  [ 4  jTrdr + JTrdr - Tr2] (5-6)
r (l-o) a 0 o
and from Equation (2-3)
= FU h  Arat - T] (5-7)
a 0
Consider a long solid cylinder at a uniform initial temperature of 
To. At t = o and thereafter, the lateral surface of the cylinder is 
subjected to and maintained at zero temperature. The distribution of 
temperature at any time t was obtained in Chapter III as:
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2(J t r“ -a 2 J (p —)
T(r, t) = 2To I e a (5-8)
n=l rn l(rn)
Substituting Equation (5-8) into Equation (5-5) and considering that 
[30]
f J o ( m —)rdr = ^  J, (m £) (5-9)J vrna' u 1 ^na'o rn
one finds that [18]
-« • ' V  , , Jl(u— ~  r 1 1 a„ _ 2aETo ^ ~  r 1 l a  iVHn a), ,c
°r T^"u 1 e a2 t ~ 2 ---- 2 r-J-----  ■* (5-10)1 1 ° n=l 3 M (J 2 r J1(H )rn rn rn'
In the same manner, substituting Equation (5-8) into Equation (5-6), one 
obtains
u2 t J, , r
7 01 — ^  f 1 , _1_ a n ?A 1 it rt I Q n „ t
8 1 ‘ u n=l a u 2 u 2 r J l(M„)
Jo(jj a)r
T O 1 (5'n )
Substitution of Equation (5-8) into (5-7) leads to
2 t
22ET£ “ J  [ 2  . Jo & V  f), (5.12)
2 1 ' u “=1 £




0 ~ S (1-u)y
2aETo
_ 2aETo e (5-15)z S (1-u)y
Equation (5-13) through (5-15) give the stress distribution in 
radial, tangential, and axial direction of a solid cylinder subjected to 
a transient temperature distribution in elastic range, respectively.
It must be mentioned that for t<0.005 the convergence of Equations 
(5-13) through (5-15) is unpleasantly slow. Since the tangential 
stresses near the surface change very rapidly for small values of the 
time [31].
CHAPTER VI
INELASTIC THERMAL STRESSES IN A SOLID CYLINDER
In the preceding chapters the thermoelastic stress-strain rela­
tions and the thermal stresses due to transient temperature distribu­
tion were developed. Although the concept of elastic behavior is an 
idealization which does not describe exactly any real solid, it is found 
[6] that the behavior of large classes of materials at relatively low 
temperature and stress levels is very nearly in accordance with the 
elastic theory.
At higher temperature and for higher stress levels, however, the 
divergence between the behavior of real solids and that of the ideal 
elastic solid increases and the elastic idealization becomes inadequate; 
the behavior of the real solid then become inelastic. In order to 
predict mathematically the inelastic behavior of a solid under given 
thermal and loading conditions, it is necessary to generalize the stress- 
strain relationship in an appropriate manner.
In this chapter the effects of elastic, plastic and thermal strains 
that have previously been defined will be superimposed and considering 
the effect of transient temperature distribution, a complete stress- 
strain rate will be derived.
Elasto-plastic Thermal Stress-Strain Relationship
By superposing the effects of elastic, thermal, and plastic strain, 
the total thermal strain can be written as
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where e^, ê , and s*"*1 are elastic, plastic and thermal strains respec­
tively. An expression for each of these terms has been developed pre­
viously which will be utilized here.
The yield points on the stress-strain curve is the boundary which 
separates the elastic and plastic regions. In the plastic region the 
deformation is permanent and strain will not vanish if the load or 
temperature gradient is removed. Using ‘distorsion energy as the yield 
criterion one can write, in cylindrical coordinates
The stress deviation is obtained by subtracting the mean normal 
stress from each principal stresses. Hence the three stress deviations 
are
Considering the effects of transient temperature the time rate of 
stress deviation for the three principal stresses are
(<Jr - a6)2 +■ (o6 - az)2 ♦ (oz - c.)2 = 2S2 (6-2)
Defining the mean normal stress as
(6-3)
CT9d "  CTe
(6-4)
Introducing a as equivalent stress defined by
Adding and subtracting to each, bracket in Equation (6-6)
cj — —  {[ (o' - or) - (afl - a )]2 e ^2 r m ® m
+ [(afl - or ) - (<j - a )]2LV 6 mJ v z nrJ
2 Jg+ [(cr - a )  - (a - cr )] }LVz nr v r m
Using Equation (6-4), Equation (6-7) can be written as
CTd = J  [(ord ' °ed)2 + (o6d - °zd)2 + K i  ' ati>2lh
Upon expansion and simplification one obtains
“= = [°2d + °0d + °zd - ( V e d  + “ed^zd + °zd°rd:)1%
Taking the time derivative of Equation (6-8) results in
Substituting Equation. (6-5) into (6-9) and simplifying, one obtains
= 25-tfr<20rd ' °ed ' < We
+ V 2a6d ' °rd • "zd5
+ °zt2°zd ' CTrd ‘ °ed)] C6_10)
In the post-yielding state, the simplified flow rule for isotropic 
material gives the principal plastic strains by Equation (3-16)
,, da
dElij ■ I °dij (3'16)
Taking the timfe derivative of (3-16) one obtains
®i = I lTcr 6 1 = r> e> 2 (6-11)e
Where H* is the slope of the curve of the equivalent stress vs. the 
equivalent strain [25].
Substituting Equation (6-10) into Equation (6-11) results
The total strain rates due to both thermal expansion and stress 
change are
s. = e? + + e? (6-13)x 1 1 1
Taking the time derivative of Equation (2-4) we have
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Substituting Equations (6-12) and (6-14) into Equation (6-13) the 
total strain rates in three principal directions become
1 • 3(7 j ,e = ~[ct - u(aQ + a )] +  s-[o (2(7 , - crfl, - a ,)r E r 6 z 4H'o
+ V 2a0d ‘ °rd ■ Gzi> + “z(2ozd ‘ CTrd ‘ V 1 +
3 a
= E[“e ■ uCir + "z51 + ̂ [“rC2cIrd ' °8d ' °zd>
+ ®e(2oea ‘ CTrd ' ^  + "z^zd ‘ ard ' °ed)] + “* (6‘l5)
3a_
K  = E>“z • u(ir + °0)] + ̂ [ir(2ard ' a0d ' azi>
+ °0(2o0d - CTrd - crzd) + “z(2azd * ard ’ ‘W 1 + "*
Introducting the following nondimensional variables for convience
J. m ^ CTrt (7_T — i— <5 — ——• — —— • <3 =1 " To* r " S ’ &6 " S ’ z S
y  y  y
a a, a oac _ _e. q _ _d. s* - _E. s* = (6-16)
e ” S * d S ’ r ~ S ’ 0 S
y  y  y  y
Where Sy is the yield strength of the material.
Using Equation (6-16) into Equation (6-15) one obtains
£ - aT S
aTo = EaTo^r " U^0 +
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3S .8
+ 4H'aToS2tSrC2Srd ' S0d " Szd) e
+ 5e(2S6d - Srd - SZd> + 8z'2SZd - Srd ' S0dJ1 t6'18)
Defining
s - otT ct -. aTTo e je. e r _ r r _ ^ - r
aTo aTo aTo aTo
After substitution and simplification the strain rates are:
*r = E ^ r  * u<80 + 8r>] + ^ T ^ r ^ r d  ‘ S0d ' SZd>
e
+ 80(2S0d - Srd ' SZd> + 8Z<2SZd - Srd - S0d» C6'19’
Similarly
'0 = E ^ O  - u<Sr + V I  + - ^ - ( Sr(2Srd - S0d - SZd>
e
+ V 2S0d - Srd - SZd> + 8Z(2SZd ' Srd - SZd)! (6-20’
Where g is introduced and may assume two values [19]:
g(r,t) = 0 if Sa < 1  6
g(r,t) = 1 if S It?
(6-21)
If the material is still within the elastic range, Hooke's law 
governs and g = 0, which induces the plastic rate expression to vanish. 
This situation will exist when equivalent stress ffe, is less than the
yield strength, S ,̂ of the material. Outside the elastic range, the 
plastic strain rate must be accounted for. This situation arises when­
ever equivalent stress is greater than or equal to the yield strength of 
the material at the specified temperature. The general relation for the 
yield strength at any temperature will be specified for each material 
which is considered. Also a temperature dependent modulus of elasticity 
and thermal coefficient of expansion for each material will be obtained 
from the data available.
Writing the strain rate in terms of stress rate we get
S 3S ,S g 
e = [=1 + . - S„. - S ,)]S
r LE 4H’S re
US 3S ,S g 
* t- Ti* + - W - (2S8d - Srd - Srd>lS6
e
US 3S ,S g 
+ [ - — l + — Ei£(2S . - S . - Sfi,)]S
4H'S ze
3S
Defining P = gives
. S PS ,g 
ci = Ie2 + i r - (2Srd - sed - Szd>]
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Equation (6-17) can be written as
®r = C A  + <Ae + C3*z (6‘22)
In a similar manner Equation (6-21) is expanded using
uSv PSed8 
C4 “ E + ~lp~'^2Srd " S0d " Szd^
e
C5 = + - # - < 2S0d - Srd - Szd>l
e
uS PSfi,g 
C6 = I' T 2 + l T - (2Szd ' Srd - W 1
e
To obtain
®e = CA  + C5®0 + ce K  <6-23>
Using the equilibrium equation derived in Chapter II and
ar r CTflq — _ £  0  — £  q -
r S ’ P a* 0 S
y  y
where a is the radius of the solid cylinder, Equation (2-6) can be 
written as
dS S - S-.
3-^ + -   = 0dp p
Taking the time derivative results in
dS S - S„
^  = 0 . (6-24)
Introducing the stress function (j) defined as
S = & S = ^r p’ a6 9p
the stress time rate in terms of stress function becomes
= £■ 89 = I  <6- 25>
Substituting Equation (6-25) into Equation (6-22) and (6-23) one ob­
tains
= C1 I + C2 I  + C38z (6'26)
*9 = C4 p + C5 Ip + V z  (6"27)
To eliminate S from Equation (6-25) and (6-27) multiply them by£t
Cg and respectively
C,e = C,C, | + C„C, + C,C,S 6 r  1 6 p 2 6  3p 3 6 z
C„efl = C,Co $ + C-C- || + C„C,S 3 9  4 3 p 5 3  9p 3 6 z
Subtracting above the equations and solving for ^  one obtains
§P = C2C6 - C3C5[(C4C3 - ClC63i + V r  ‘ C3^  (6'28)
Equation (6-28) is a first order differential equation of the 
general form
+ M(x)y = N(x)
Upon integration the radial and tangential stress rates may be 
obtained. The stress rate in the axial direction can be obtained from 
Equation (6-26) as
K  = E ^ r  - CA  - M a i  <6-29)
In order to find the complete form of the right hand side of Equa­
tions (6-28) and (6-29), it is necessary to determine the plastic strain 
rates appearing on the right hand sides of these equations. An expres­
sion for the total strain rate in the plastic range can not be deter­
mined analytically because of the interwoven variables involved. To 
overcome this difficulty, an expression for the total strain rate in the 
elastic range will be found.
Considering the total strain rate in the elastic range evaluated at 
the yield point as the initial strain rate in the plastic range, the 
successive values of strain rate will be added or subtracting by a 
constant value until the condition of no resultant traction on a plane 
perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder is satisfied. That is, [13]
P .
J S pdp = 0 (6-30)zo
Also, compatability condition requires that
Using Equation (6-30) and (6-31) insure the correct values for 
strain rate at any level.
Total Strain Rate in Elastic Range
In the elastic range, total strains at any point in a heated body 
consists of two parts, elastic and thermal .strains. Total strain in the 
three principal axis due to temperature effects and the normal strains 
are
Er = I [at ' O(O0 + V 1 + 0,1
g[crQ - u(cjr + ctz)] + aT (6-31)
Adding Equations (6-31) and then solving for e one obtainsz
(6-32)
From the plane strain assumption
de
- dr (6-33)
Taking the derivative of Equation (6-32) with respect to r
3r ~ 9r(3«T) - |j(er + e0) +
1 - 2u a 
E (6-34)
Substituting Equation (6-23) into Equation (6-34)
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For the case that the cylinder is unrestrained and is free to expand 
axially, but under the plane strain condition
Cz = ar + ff6 (6-36)
Hence utilizing Equation (6-36) in Equation (6-35)
f a  ♦ «.) - 3« |  ♦ 2 £  (6-37,
The compatibility equation was derived in Chapter II and for our partic­
ular case we had
3efl i
9r + ¥ %  ' = 0
Differentiating Equation (2-11)
2
9efi 3efl 9e , 
r +  2 5 T  * i h T  =  0 <6 -3 8 >
Equation (6-37) can be written as
?!e = 3o M  . !fS + 20 - 2u) $_(a  i (6-39,9r 9r 9r E 9rl zJ ^
Substituting Equation (6-37) into Equation (6-39) 
2
r !f| + 2 !fg . 3„ |T - !fe + 2 0 ^ 1  a
cjr2 9r 9r 3r E 9r z
or
To solve Equation (6-40) let
2
y = jj-, so that gf = — 5 (6-A1)
or
Substituting Equation (6-41) into (6-40) results in a linear equation of 
first order of
|Z + 3 3 „ |T + 2(1 - 2u) 1 a 0 (6.42)
3r r 3 r 3r E r 3r z
This is of the general form 
+ p(x)y = q(x) 
q(x), the integration factor is given by [24] 
q(x) = exp[/ p(x)dx]
Comparing with the general form we have
p W  = |
then
q(r) = exp[J | dr] = e31nr = r3 (6-43)
Multiplying both sides of Equation (6-42) by Equation (6-43)
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Integrating both sides of Equation (6-44), remembering that the integral 
of the left side is just the y time integration factor, one finds
3 _ r 2_. 9T j , r 2r2(l - 2u) 9 _ , ,r y - f e r a ^ d r  + J  g ^  dr + c
Substituting back
9e0
r3 = 3a J r2dr + 20 _Z 2u). j- r2 — z dr + c (6-45)
o o
Applying the boundary condition
3efi
at r - 0 = 0 (6-46)
and using Equation (6-45) in Equation (6-46) results in 
c = 0
The Equation (6-45) becomes
9e9 _ 3a r 9T 2 J , 2(1 - 2o) r 2 9 _= T  S r <*r + -i J* r a dr3 J 3r rr o Er
(6-47)
Substituting the dummy variable 4 into Equation (6-47) and integrating
es ■ 3 0 1 h  ^ |o 4 o ^
+ f i h 2 5  « e  ♦ Q(t)
E o 943 o
(6-48)
Q(t) represents an undetermined factor of integration which may be a 
function of time.
Repeating Equation (4-23) for the temperature distribution
2J. w -u X J (u p)
f(p,T) = 2 X e n „°T I - , (4-23)
n=l U J, (p ) ■n lvrn'
Equations (6-47) and (6-48) can be written with previously defined 
nondimensional parameters,
* T r £
T = TSi p  = ;; n a
as
P3 £  - I |  P %  ♦ I Sp », P2“P «-«>
and
Pi H af 2 e0 = 3aTo / 3  S H dndno n" o Sr|
2 u '~ J ^3 ? §n azn2dndn + Q(t) (6-50)
0 n o
The solution of (6-50) requires integration and differentiation of 
Bessel functions, where the following identity equations will be util­
ized
^-[J (u)] = [J ,(u) - - J (u)]Ji dxL nv 'J 1 n-1 u n Jdx
S xJo(u)dx = dn7d^rxJlCu)1
Jo(u)
j’ Jl(u)dx = ' du/dx
Taking the derivative of Equation (4-23) with respect to p 
* os
Ip = 2 * )I“MaJiCMnp)l (6-51)
r n=l Mn 1 'n
Elastic thermal stresses were found by Equations (5-13), (5-14) and 
(5-15)
00
r ^ l -  \  J t t - : [2Ji(iV  ■ ■ ' A G V ”  (5‘l5>n=l u J,(u ) rn l^n'
(6'52)
Substituting Equations (6-51) and (6-52) into Equation (6-50) results
-M2tP i H ' Hn
sfe = -6 j i ; i 5-IirT[J1ciilln)]ndndn
o n  o 1 mi
-jj2t
p 1 n e n , v 2 r i - -'-~zdnx 4(1 - 2u) ? r T D T t„
+ n)n
Since the term I % a. \ is not dependent on n let, j >. r|
lllfV
^ n x
3 = 2 1  W
efl Pi n o= -3s j s n J^iyiHndn 
o n o
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+ 2.U .;_ g»ag / -ij j J Ciyi)n2<indn + Q(t)
o q °
f |_  = s(-3 + I ^  ? Ji(Man)n2dn + qco
sfe ■ ‘s { K t  ? 3  ? Ji<MDn)n2in - q w
o q °
2u = r) du = 2ridr)
letting J
av = Jj(Man) v = - ^ G y o
Integrating by parts results in
H p 2 2 ^
S • V M nn)n2‘in = - - V s-  n + f j - S  J0(Mn n)nan
o n Mn o
where
2 n 2 Ji(,jnn) znJiCM.n)
f  - p-tn - ± f - 1  = — V -
*n o rn rn
2 W 5 2 ' JlC|Jnn)
j J1Cuati)n2dn = - - V 5- 11 + 2ri -± t l-
O u
Integrating the second integral of the first part
6S _ S(1 * u) ? 1 I JotMnn) 2 „ Jl('|Jnn:i, ,515 = - n ^ - i r  J ^ [ -  n + a n - j j — ]an
n




Evaluating each part separately
u = Jl(‘|Jnr)')
PS J x G y i)^  to = [Jo(Mnn) - ^  J jO y iU iy in
o n
v = - I
p J J, (p p) p 1J  J ^ n ) ^  -  - - L - a -  -  s (-  i N J . G v t f  -
o n p o 1 rn 1
■  - ^  ♦  ?  p a V p n n ) f  - f V M 0n ) g
Rearrange
Substituting (b) into (a)
! a _  = . S(1 + U ) . L ? J  (u  n)^a + l-(. J ° ( M » P)oTo n ~u71 Pa I V V 1̂  y p
+ ? i w > s } + —  = S(1 *  u)2 Ji ^ r ~  ' 6- 54)o a 0 <*n aTo d  -  0 ) /  1 P
Substituting S into (6-54)
£ fl S C I +  111 “  *  “  J / M - P )
5fS = ?i . U) 1 i ----------S 2-  + « T> («-55>« o  »  u> n=l MyJxCMy) P
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Define
J L  =  t - = — -- T (6-56)aTo aTo l* aTo aTo 1 K° D J
Substitute (6-55) and (4-23) into (6-56)
2
e8 2C1 * u) % e ^
« t o - T T ^ T  J ,  2J (  ) p
rn lvtn
e e"M“T Joi>V))
+ Q W  - *  * irrfjrTn=l *n lvrn/
e“MnT x Cl + u)Jj(|J p) 
eQ = aTo(2 1 ^  ^  -
- J0(MnP)] + Q(t)} (6-57)
From the compatability Equation (2-11)
^  + |(ae - er) = 0 (2-17)
or in non-dimensional form
Er ’ ee + p s r  (6'58)
From Equation (6-49) we have
P3 J  - * *  j g  P2dp ♦ U i ^ M .  J ». (6-49)




3 8e0 P " e li“ 2
P gpT = 3oT° { I2 J  Jl(,1np)'p p
o n=l I^m t
„  -|J 2 T
q °eQ P p n P p 2f l  - 2u'l
p ap2 = 2ai° * r n r r ; (jiCpnp)p 8p[-3+ 2t .-r -ir n=l 1 rn o
-u2x
.3 3e6 2oTo(l + o) ? e 11
p s r  =  i - u  5, rxirr ; 1 pnp p dpr n.-l 1 n o
Using the relation
P 2 JoCpnp) 2 JiCp_p)
f J (u p)p2dp = - ° n p2 + 2p I- 2n—
o 1 n m:n
results in
.3 3£0 _ 2oTo(l + tf) “ e MnT , Jo(Mup) 2 , Jl(pap)
p 5p“ “ --------1 -  u ! ,  O iT T 1" M------ 15 + 2PK n=l lvrn' rn
3Dividing through by p gives
3e„ ,, . . «> ~Vnx0 _ 2o(To(l ^ u) ^ s r_r i  2 T fit i
9p “ " PCI - u) MnJ1(Mn)I"Jo(|Jap) PnP 1 n (6-59)
Substituting Equations (6-56) and (6-59) into Equation (6-58) results in
4(1 + u) y _e -r * \
(1 - u)p 1 ,.2t NJlt|JnpJ
» V W
- A -M2irn2(1 + u) j- e Jl^np  ̂_
(1 " p2J (m )p ^ MaJl^rn l',rirr
2 I
-M2t
2(1 + lQ y  e —  J  (ij q'J
1 “ 0 w °  n
- |Arn
4r rV L) 1 ~ r  Ji(Mnp) + Q(t)
1
-(J2trn
2 a 1 + uMnJ1(Ua)Jo(|JnPKl - u ‘ 1}
■ A
2 2 e ° Jl(pnp),(H-u)
pa W P TrZ^ 7
.(1 + O) 
z 1 - U ■
-JJ2t
e n f 2U
aT^ 2 2 f x j i n [T ^ Jo ^*n lvlir
•1 - o' MnP
+ Q(t)
Axial Strain
The strain component in the z direction can be found by using 
Equations (6-32) and (6-36) which results in
£ = 3aT - s - £q + ^U<J (6z r 0 E z
Substituting
e = e + aT; £fl = ea + aT; e = e + aT r r * 0 6 * z z
into Equation (6-61)
+ aT) = 3aT - ter  + aT) - (e„ + aT) +
-2- = - - !S_ + 2(1 ' 2u)q (6aTo aTo aTo * EaTo z ^
- 61)
-62)







+ 8(1 - 2o)
l - o (6-63)
From equations (6-59), (6-60) and (6-63) the term Q(l) is an unde­
termined function of time which has to be defined. To evaluate this 
function the equilibrium equations and boundary conditions must be 
satisfied. The total strain in z direction is
s = e + aT z z
which can be written as





- 2Q(x) + 2 1  e|J J Cm ) Jo P̂nP̂rn lvrir
- f c
w k  = 8(i I o)} * i 7 7 7 T ,i(Map) ' 2Q(t) (6'65)
V i lV
On the other hand the total strain in the z direction due to 
temperature effects and the normal strain in the elastic range is
aTo " EaTo^z " u âr + CT0^ + ^ 
Using Equation (6-36)
sfe = + * <6-66>
Using Equations (5-12) and (4-23) into Equation (6-66) results in
aTo = 1 1 2t , J 2J1 ^  " MaJo^Mnp^
•Vl'-V
-|j2trne+ 2 1  % - -7--rJ (U p)i T J ^ r j  o "n"
Equating Equations (6-65) and (6-67)
67
2 2 -M„T -Mnt
8(I I  1  — — J (p p) '  2Q tl)  = 4 I
l £ W  "S
Solving for Q(t)
2 2 “M„X _ -|i t
QCl) = -2 z + X S ^ i ( M nP)
“a
- A
Q(t) = 2 X S-jM-l + <6-68>
Mrn
The complete form of therraoelastic strain are obtained by 
introducing Equation (6-68) into Equations (6-57), (6-60), and (6-63). 
The results after simplification are
oa "•JnT
* = “IOi2nE=l + 4(1 ' 2U”
J (m p)
- 2u^n - Cl - uJ]J (6_69)
e8 = “ro{\ l 17 f ^ [W (5 W  + 4 a - 2u))
(1 -  u )p  J  (u )
- jltMy  ■ - « -
68
e = aTo{2 I
n=l (1 - u)(j
-M2t
e n  r T ^  , 4 ( 1  -  2 u )
 21J1(|V P)( J >  )1 rn
- 4(1 - 2o))
C1 ‘  u ) | J n J o CtJn 5
■ Jl(My  m i  - u)n (6-71)
Figures (6.1) and (6-2) shows the radial and tangential strain 
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Fig. 6— 2 Elastic Tangential Strain Distribution
CHAPTER VII
NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF INELASTIC THERMAL STRESSES
The theory developed in Chapter VI along with the transient temper­
ature distribution equation (4-21) can be used to determine the thermo- 
elastoplastic stress distributions in a cooling solid cylinder as the 
time elapses. In this chapter, the numerical procedure will be explain­
ed.
Numerical Procedure
First the transient temperature distribution for various time 
interval using Equation (4-21)
* 2
~2 J (jJ -)i ovrn a
Lo ^  e |J J-. (|J )n=l rn 1vrn
T(r,t) = 2 T I e a r, \  ? A  (*-21)
is determined. Since the mechanical properties of a material are temper 
ature dependent, a relation for each mechanical property as a function 
of temperature, using available experimental graphs, is obtained. With 
the aid of the transient temperature distribution, the mechanical proper 
ties at any time increment and any radial position in the solid cylinder 
are calculated and stored in an array.
To integrate Equation (6-28)
one will have to evaluate, as a first step, the constants parameters 
through Cg. To evaluate through Cg when the material is in the 
plastic range, the stresses in radial, tangential, and axial directions 
are required. For the first time increment, i.e., 0<t<0.005, it is 
assumed that the entire cyliner is in the elastic range. Hence, the 




be SyCI-vJc - ZotETo «=1 ifoCu,,)
z " Sy(l-v)
_ 2aETo (5-15)
Having these stress calculated stress deviations and equivalent stress 
are found using Equation (6-4) and (6-8).
Having the deviatoric stresses, equivalent stress, 
properties of the material, the values of through Cg 
using
S PS g 
C1 = 1 E + ~7T~ (2Srd"S0d~Szd^
C„ =
VS PS ,g r Z +L u o <2Sed-Srd-Szd»
c„ =
vs PS jg r— Z + rd*L v o <2S2d-Srd-S9d»
VSW PSfl,g 
C4 = l - ¥  + « Srd-S6d-Szd»
PS0dS C2S6d ■Srd-Szd>l
= e_y!z  +l r o (2Szd-Srd-S0d^
3S
where P = ^
and physical 
can be obtained
To integrate Equation (6-28), the thermoelastoplastic strain rate 
er and eg must also be known. A mathematical expression for these 
strain rates are found to be difficult to obtain because of the lack of
knowledge of exact behavior of plastic strain. To circumvent this 
difficulty, the relations for thermoelastic strains are obtained using 
equations (6-69) and (6-70).
-|A” n
e = aTo{2 I e ° 2[Ji(UnP)(- + • 2u))
r n =1 (1 - u)[/ 1 n
J 0CMn p)
+ W T  ‘ (1 ' U)li1 V|rr
(6-69)
00
e = aTo{2 2 e ° [ J (u p) ( ] t uy + 4(1 - 2u))
0 n=l (1 - U)M̂  1 “ pJllV
(1 - u)p J ([J )
- j ofr° 11 - (l - -311
Equations (6-69) and (6-70) are used to compute the successive
* •radial and tangential strain rates e^ and eg values at a number of 
levels along radius p. The values of strain rate along with the physi­
cal properties of materials as a function of temperature are again 
stored in the computer. Since these strain rates are thermoelastic 
strain rates they can not be used in Equation (6-28) which requires the 
total strain rates, elastic as well as the plastic strain rates. But 
these strains are used as initial values and the exact values of total 
strain are obtained utilizing the compatibility equations and the bondary 
conditions. To do this numerically, first using Equation (6-69) and 
(6-70), the strain rates e^ and eg are evaluated, then an increment, 
delta, was added to the strain rates for the plastic strain rate portion. 
The strain rates are assumed to be the total strain rates.
Having evaluated all of the parameters in Equation (6-28) one can 
numerically integrate it. Runge-kutta integration method [34] may be 
applied and using equation (6-25)
Sr = *. S9 - H  «-*5)
the stress rates in radial and tangential directions can be evaluated. 
Axial stress rate S , can be evaluated using Equation (6-29)
K  = b3lK  - CA  - M e )  (6'29)
From these stress rates, stresses are found for 0.0<T<0.005. For 
the next time interval (x>0.005) the stresses evaluated for previous 
time range are used to evaluate Equations (6-4) and (6-8) and then 
following the same procedure, the stresses in the second time interval 
are obtained.
To check the accuracy of these calculated stresses, 1 - One has to
determine whether the material under the given condition of temperature
gradient and the time interval, is in elastic or plastic range,. By
means of Equation (6-8) equivalent stress S is found in that time€
interval and compared the yield strength of the material. If Sg is less
than Sy, the strain for the plastic range are omitted in Equations
(6-19) and (6-20) by letting g be equal to zero. On the other hand if
S is greater or euqal to S , g is set equal to one. Mathematically e y
stated
The stress Equation (6-28) is integrated a second time, if the 
equivalent stress is less than yield strength using g = 0, and the new 
values are obtained for through Cg.
2 - The results will be checked by Equations (6-30) and (6-31)
P •
If these two equations are satisfied the stress evaluated in this time
iterative process the trial value, A, added to the strain rates will be 
modified. This process will have to be continued until the conditions 
set by Equation (6-30) and Equation (6-31) are satisfied.
The computer program is arranged such that A will be added to the 
strain rates. If this addition results in an improvement toward satis­
fying Equations (6-30) and (6-31) it will keep on adding it until reach­
ing the desired accuracy, otherwise - A will be tried. In any case, the 
A itself will be changed to smaller value in order to achieve a more 
accurate result. The accuracy criterian for both condition is
After achieving the satisfactory results for the first time 
increment, the physical properties for the new time interval are ob­
tained and the procedure is repeated in a similar fashion as described 
before.. The convergence value of delta for each time interval is deter­
mined .
f Szpdp = 0 (6-30)
o
(6-31)
interval will be accepted as the correct values, otherwise, through an
X. <10"6. i
It must be mentioned that the temperature dependency of the yield 
stress is a very important factor in the calculation. If the effect of 
temperature on yield stress is not taken into account the result is 
substantially different compared with the case when temperature effect 
is considered. Comparing with the experimental data, as will be dis­
cussed in Chapter 8, the results are much more accurate when the temper­
ature effect on yield stress is taken into account. Other physical 
properties expressed as function of temperature contribute to the 
accuracy of the results, but perhaps not as strongly as that of yield 
stress.
Input data are arranged such that, the effect of each parameter can 
be checked, and compared. In doing so, one can determine which parame­
ter has a more profound effect.
Finally to assure the validity of the computer program as a whole, 
the program was first run for the pure elastic case, setting g equal to 
zero in the strain rates. The results were compared with the elastic 
stress Equations (5-13) and (5-14). It was found that the results were 
accurate up to six significant figures.
In Appendix B the flow-chart of the general thermo-elastoplastic 
stress solution, using the numerical method discussed in this chapter 
may be found.
CHAPTER VIII
SOLUTION FOR PARTICULAR CASES
In this chapter the numerical solution described in the previous 
chapter is applied to some specific cases. Since the residual stresses 
are of particular interest for comparison with experimental data, in 
most cases the stresses for time equal to infinity (t = “) are presented 
graphically.
Steels of various chemical compositions can be used for the analy­
sis. The one which is considered here contained 0.05 percent carbon, 
0.35 percent manganese, 0,13 percent silicon, and 16.9 percent nickel. 
Phase transformation for this composition is such'that during the cool­
ing process, austenite is transformed almost completely to martensite 
[32].
The temperature-dependent properties of this steel were obtained 
using available experimental charts [33]. The least square method was 
employed to obtain the following relation [34] for thermal coefficients 
of expansion, modulus of elasticity and yield strength respectively.
ct = 6.5 x l(f6 [1 + 0.22308 x 10-3 T] F0_1 (8-1)
E = 30 x 10'6 [1 - 0.3463 x 10"6 T2] psi (8-2)
Sy = 60 x 103 [1 - 0.00047583 T] psi (8-3)




a = a /(2EaT ) r r o (8-4)
°9 = ^e/(2EaTo) (8-5)
a = a /(2EaT ) z z' v o' (8- 6)
The effects of p.lasti-city can be seen when one compares the stress 
distribution for a purely thermoplastic condition with that of thermo- 
elasto-plastic case. Figures (8-1), (8-2), and (8-3) show the stress 
distribution in radial, tangential, and axial directions for the pure 
thermoelastic condition. The numerical values obtained are for a solid 
cylinder having an initial uniform temperature of 1620°F (900°C) immersed 
in a media of zero temperature. The stress distribution for various 
time periods are shown. The radial stress is compressive throughout the 
cross-sectional area with the maximum values occuring at the center, 
reducing to zero at the surface of the cylinder. As the time elapses 
the stresses increase and then decrease. At time about X = 10, radial 
stresses almost vanish. Tangential thermal stress distribution is 
somewhat different. At the core of the cylinder tangential stress is 
compressive but increases with becoming.zero and then tensile, reaching 
its maximum value at the surface of the cylinder. Again as the time 
passes the stresses change and at about X = 10, the steady state condi­
tion is obtained and tangential stresses vanish.
Next, the case of thermoelastoplastic is considered, where the 
effect of plasticity is taken into account. Figures, (8-4), (8-5), and 
(8-6) show the stress distribution in radial, tangential, and axial 
direction respectively. Radial stresses at X = 0.005 is exactly the 
same as thermoelastic case, but as time elapses the radial stresses 
increase until steady state condition is reached. In this case the
radial stresses remain unchanged beyond T = 5. This time is referred to 
as x = ® on the graphs and the stress are called residual stress. A 
comparison of Figures (8-1) and (8-4) reveal that for the time range of 
0.005<T<Q.Q8, the radial thermoelastic and thermoplastic are the same 
for the radius range of G.0<p<0.5. This indicates that the cylinder is 
still in the elastic state at the center up to about p - 0.5, but beyond 
that the material has passed the elastic range. As time elapses the 
entire cylinder becomes plastic and the stress distribution pattern 
becomes completely different than that of the thermoelastic case. The 
radial stress is compressive and maximum at the core of the cylinder, 
increasing to zero at the cylinder surface. At the early stage of 
cooling the radial stress slowly decreases reaching a miximum compres­
sive value and as the time elapses the residual radial stress are es­
tablished. Another distinguished difference between Figures (8-1) and 
(8-4) is that in thermoelastic case the as time elapses radial stress 
increases until about X = 0.08, after that as time passes radial stress 
decrease to zero at T = °°. But for the thermoelastoplastic case, as 
time elapses the radial stress increases continuously until steady state 
condition is reached and the residual radial stress established.
Figure 8-5 shows the tangential thermoelastoplastic stress distri­
bution. Tangential stresses are compressive at the core and stay com­
pressive to about p=0.5, then changes to tensile stresses. Again com­
paring the tangential stress distribution for the thermoelastic and 
thermoelastoplastic case it can be seen from Figures (8-2) and (8-5) 
that tangential stress distribution drastically changes especially 
close to the surface of the cylinder. At small values of T and p<0.8 
the stress distribution resembles the thermoelastic distribution but
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around p=0.8 the stresses decrease. Thermoelastoplastic tangential 
stress distribution is drastically changed especially close to the 
surface of the cylinder. Again as the time increases the stress changes 
and at about tlQ, tangential stresses reach the steady state condition 
of residual tangential stress.
It is important to mention that at first the yield strength was 
considered to be temperature-independent, and this assumption resulted 
in a drastic decrease of tangential stresses at about p=0.8 such that 
the tangential stresses became compressive. Since the results were 
erroneous compared to the available experimental result, a temperature- 
dependent property relation was obtained (Equations (8-1), (8-2), and 
(8-3)) and the results are as shown in Figure (8-5).
Residual Stress for Various Yield Strength
Obviously one of the important questions that may be asked is how 
the variation in yield strength, going from one composition to another 
composition of the same materials will effect the residual stresses. To 
answer this question, different values of yield strength, corresponding 
to different material compositions, are used. The radial and tangential 
stress distributions are shown in Figures (8-7) and (8-8). It is evident 
from these figures that as the yield strength of the material increases 
the residual stresses will decrease, as one may expect. This indicates 
that the high strength materials are less suseptable to the plasticity 
effect than relatively weak materials. In the case of tangential stress 
distribution, Figure (8-8), the region over which the stress is compres­
sive along the radius of the cylinder is increased as the yield strength 
increases.
Effect of Elastic Compressibility og Residual Stress
The compressibility of the material in this investigation is taken 
into account. The total strain for a volume element that has been 
inelastically deformed consists of an elastic strain and an inelastic 
strain. Experiments [12] have shown that the inelastic components of 
strain do not contribute to volume change. In other words, the volume 
change is always elastic, hence
where s and e are mean normal stress and mean normal strain, respec­
tively. E is modulus of elasticity and v is poisson's ratio. If the 
stresses and strain satisfy Equation (8-7), the material is said to be 
compressible. On the other hand, the material is said to be incompres­
sible if
Figures (8-9), (8-10), and (8-11) show the residual stress x=w in radial, 
tangential, and axial direction considering the effect of compressi- . 
bility of the material. As is evident from graphs the compressibility 
of the material does not have a significant effect on the stress distri­
bution. For the compressible case a Possion's ratio of 0.3 was used 
whereas for the incompressible case Poissons ratio of 0.5 was applied.
One can conclude that the assumption of incompressiblity for the materi­
al does not significantly alter the stress distribution but rather 
reduces the complexity of mathematical work.
Residual Stress for Various Elastic-Plastic Slope Ratios
Ede = (l-2u)ds (8-1)
de = 0 (8- 8)
One of the advantages of the method which was developed for this
investigation, compared to other approaches, is that one does not have 
to assume that the material is elastic-perfect plastic. One can realize 
this advantage by noting that the strain rate for the plastic range is 
given by Equation (6-11) as
where H1 is the slope of stress-strain curve in the plastic region. By 
changing the H1, stress distribution can be obtained for different mate­
rials which have different slope in their plastic region. Using avail­
able stress-strain curves the stress distribution for different mate­
rials several different elastic-plastic slope ratios E/H' are obtained 
and the results are plotted on Figure (8-12) and (8-13). Figure (8-12) 
shows the radial residual stress distribution for various elastic- 
plastic slope ratio. It can be seen that as the slope in plastic range 
decreases the residual stresses increases.
Comparison With Experiment
Buhler and Scheil [35] have presented experimental results for the 
residual stresses in water-quenched solid cylinders, 1.9 inch diameter 
and 13.8 inch long. Steels of various chemical compositions were used 
in their experiments. The one which was selected for the comparison was 
quenched at 1620°F. The composition of the steel is 0.05 percent C, 
0.035 percent Mn, 0.13 percent Si, and 16.9 percent Ni. Weiner and 
Huddleston [32] using the properties of this same steel have theore­
tically determined the residual stresses. Figures (8-14), (8-15), and 
(8-16) show the residual stresses in radial, tangential, and axial 
directions respectively. For the sake of comparison, in these figures
the experimental residual stress data given by Buhler and Scheil [35] 
are plotted. As it is evident by these graphs the computed residual 
stress data show good agreement with experimental results. For tan­
gential residual stress Figure (8-15) indicates the same pattern and 
fair agreement between the experimental and computed results. Figure 
(8-16) shows the comparison of the axial residual stress between the 
experimental and computed results which again they have the same pat­
tern. Also plotted in Figures (8-14), (8-15), and (8-16) are the theo­
retical results obtained by Weiner and Huddleson [33] for a cooling 
cylinder made of elastic, perfectly plastic material having the same 
chemical composition and properties as the one used in this investiga­
tion to compute the residual stresses. As is evident from the same 
figures, the results of the computed residual stresses based on the 
theory developed in this investigation are more in agreement with the 
experimental than these of Weiner and Huddleson.
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Fig. 8—7 Radial Residual Stress for Various Yeild Strength
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The transient and residual stress distribution for a cooling solid 
cylinder subjected to a transient temperature distribution were deter­
mined. The effect of plasticity was investigated and the stresses were 
comapred with the pure elastic case. It was found that as time elapses 
the stress distribution drastically changes when plasticity is taken 
into account, and finally as the time approaches infinity the stress 
distribution becomes constant and these stresses are referred to 
resdiual stresses.. The temperature-dependent mechanical properties were 
an important factor in obtaining the stress distribution especially the 
yield strength. Compressibility of the material did not have very much 
effect on the result, hence using a Poisson's ratio of ^ might be 
adviseable since it reduces the mathematical complexity significantly.
From the plotted graphs it is evident that the tangential stresses are 
higher in magnitude than radial stresses and it was revealed that high 
residual thermal stresses are near the cylinder surface.
The length of the execution time for a typical complete run depend­
ed on the value of delta which is assuming for the plastic strain con­
tribution as given in Equation (6-11), initally introduced into the 
program. The average execution time in this investigation was sixty 
seconds.
Re commenda ti on
Further analysis and study might be made in this problem by 
broadening the temperature distribution for a media of small convective 
heat transfer. The accuracy of solution would be increased by using a 
relation for the slope at plastic range H', rather than using a constant 
value. Also in temperature dependent properties consideration, thermal
102
properties such as convective heat transfer coefficient, h, and thermal 
conductivity, k, have to be expressed as a function of temeprature. In 
the numerical procedure the accuracy of solution would be increased by 
using additional time increments and smaller radial increments in the 
program.
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APPENDIX A
TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FLOW CHART
START
1r
READ N =  1 ,3 0
Pn» Fn > ^n)  ̂ ) . d j ( P ), r * p
TaT+TEM
T E M = e " ^
iO T iV 5
N^N+1
TEM = 2 *T E M
WRITE P, r ,  TEM
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A P P E N D I X B
FLOW CHART FOR T H E R M O E L A S T O P L A S T  |C ST RES S
START
RE AD
Fn» J1^Fn) ,  Jo Jj (w), DEL, T0,  v ,GG, .r,p,
H", L
CALL TEMP
CALCULATE,  Sv , E , a
30 -M t
- 2aET0 V  e
-  v 1" 0 k
30 “M
* ' J‘“v ”
u J (jJ p)] rn o n
S = 2otETo y- i / I  ^V * - » >  f o PaJo(MaP)i
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lJltMnP)(- # 4 $  - 4(1 - 20))= aTo{2 X
“ Cl - U)]}+ 2um
+ 4(1 - 2u))
n=l (1 - u)p:




1 —  1 +  1
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M =  I — 1
DELTA = r ( |J — r(MJ
NO
V
l =  2 
J =  J +  1
~ T -----
YES / ' “"'N
 K i )
l = 2  DELL =  DEL
ITER =  1
M M =  1 J = r1 —*>11
---------- P =
110
-srd =“ {2 S r — Sq —Sz) 
S0d =  -L (2 S 0—Sr—S(9 )
S z d =  — (2Sz—Sr — $q )
Se *  i " t ( Srd-S6d)2 + (S0d'Sztl^2 + ^ r d ) 2^




[“E + g2 2̂Srd_S0d"Szd^ 1 C4 " 
e
VS PS ,G
t - /  + - 3 T  « S0d-Srd-Szd51 JC.
e
VS PS ,G 
[- T Z + - X -  (2Szd-Sr d - W l j C 6
e
VS.. PSfl .G
0d (2S.J-S0rf-S,J]= l - J *E ~J~~ v rd 6d “zdJ













►l IT— ITER -1
A& b (|TEr 1)>a &B((T
ee —  ee +  d e l
1TER= ITER -H
del—DEL-f-GG
/ T V  DEL=DEL-DELL+DEL/r 
y 5 y  m m = m m  +  i  ~ c
 ̂ .  *  ......
e r—  ̂ r— dell-1-del/io
eg =  efl-pELL+DEL/io
er =  er +  D E L / io  
8q=. Bq +  D EL / l o  •
DE|L = D E L +  D E LL/10
it e r = it e r -H
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